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Welcome to BVR
Appraisal
BVR Group Asia was established in 2019 to provide
independent assessment and advisory services. The
Vision for BVR Group Asia was inspired by our founder
from decades of business experience in various countries
throughout the globe, bringing a fully integrated,
harmonious team of talent and divisions together to
ensure knowledge efficiency and quality are maximized
for the benefit of the project and the client. These
foundations are ket to the BVR, meaning Building
Valuable Relationships by providing a full-service
organization to better manage client expectations
throughout the full cycle of all projects, small or large.

BVR Group Asia has 13 interconnected divisions as a fully integrated service company. Each of our divisions has
experts in their field with years of experience. Our divisions work closely with our clients. We work simultaneously
from concept to project completion.
Therefore, BVR Group Asia decided to invest its effort in the industries shown below to cater to the markets that
have great growth potential to improve our client’s businesses.
BVR Appraisal and Valuation is the industry's leading global real estate consultant service provider. What sets us
apart is that we are experts in various types of property throughout Indonesia where we provide a variety of services
to residents, owners and real estate investors. BVR Appraisal has a strategic alliance with KJPP to conduct
assessment and consulting services in Indonesia.

Services
As one of the Property Development, it is ready to provide
integrative and comprehensive services in the field of
Property appraisal and Business valuation supported by
high technical capabilities, independent, responsible with
national and international standards.
Appraisal generally provides services in determining the
market value of an asset, both assets in the form of
tangible assets or a combination of tangible and
intangible assets. In the assessment work, experts have
expertise and have experience in carrying out assessment
work.

Property
Appraisal
This assessment is carried out with various
purposes such as finance, bad debt / nonperforming loans, investments, mortgages,
collateral, leasing, business development
investment, settlement of despites and buying
and selling.

In addition, we also carry out assessments for business management interest such as initial public offering, right
issues, mergers, acquisitions and liquidations. BVR experts have made various assessments according to the needs
of clients but still provide services to clients with high quality standards while paying attention to independence,
objectivity and confidentiality. This is done because in carrying out its services BVR always follows national and
international assessment standards, namely; Indonesian Assessment Standards (SPI), Indonesian Assessment Code
of Ethics (KEPI) and International Valuation Standards.

Assesment Work Including
Real Property
Personal Property
Plantation Valuation
Mining Property
Forestry

Business
Valuation
Is a process and a set of procedures used to estimate the Economic Value of an owner’s interest in business.
Valuation is used by Financial Market Participants to determine the price they are willing to pay or receive to affect
a sale of business. In addition to estimating the selling price of a business. In addition to estimating the selling price
of a business, the same valuation tools are often used by business appraisers to resolve disputes related to estate
and gift taxation, divorce litigation, allocate business purchase price among business assets, establish a formula for
estimating the value of partners ownership interest for buy-sell agreements, and many other business and legal
purposes such as in shareholders deadlock, divorce litigation and estate contest. In some cases, the court would
appoint a forensic accountant as the joint expert doing the business valuation.

Elements of Business Valuation
Economic Conditions
A business valuation report It is generally a summary of the purpose and scope of business appraisal as well as its date and
stated audience. What follows is a description of the existing national, regional and local economic conditions, as well as the
industry in which the subject business operates. A common source of economic information is the Federal Reserve Board's
Beige Book, published eight times a year by the Federal Reserve Bank. State governments and industry associations also
publish describing useful statistics for regional and industry conditions.
Financial Analysis
The financial statement analysis generally involves common size analysis, ratio analysis (liquidity, turnover, profitability, etc.),
trend analysis and industry comparative analysis. This permits the valuation analyst to compare the subject company to other
businesses in the same or similar industry, and to discover trends affecting the company and/or the industry over time. By
comparing a company's financial statements in different time periods, the valuation expert can view growth or decline in
revenues or expenses, changes in capital structure, or other financial trends. How the subject company compares to the
industry will help with the risk assessment and ultimately help determine the discount rate and the selection of market
multiples. It is important to mention that among the financial statements, the primary statement to show the liquidity of the
company is cash flow. Cash flow shows the company's cash in and out flow.

Elements of Business Valuation
Income, Asset, and Market Approach
Three different approaches are commonly used in business valuation: the Income Approach, the asset-based approach, and the
Market Approach. Within each of these approaches, there are various techniques for determining the value of a business using
the definition of value appropriate for the appraisal assignment. Generally, the income approaches determine value by
calculating the Net Present Value of the benefit stream generated by the business (Discounted Cash Flow); the asset-based
approaches determine value by adding the sum of the parts of the business (Net Asset Value); and the market approaches
determine value by comparing the subject company to other companies in the same industry, of the same size, and/or within
the same region. A number of business valuation models can be constructed that utilize various methods under the three
business valuation approaches. Venture Capitalists and Private Equity professionals have long used the First Chicago method
which essentially combines the income approach with the Market Approach.
Normalization of Financial Statements
The key objective of normalization is to identify the ability of the business to generate income for its owners. A measure of the
income is the amount of cash flow that the owners can remove from the business without adversely affecting its operations.
The most common normalization adjustments fall into the following four categories: 1. Comparability Adjustments.2. Nonoperating Adjustments .3. Non-recurring Adjustments. 4. Discretionary Adjustments.

Asset Management
Consultancy
01.

Highest and Best Use Study

02.

Feasibility Study

03.

Project Monitoring

04.

Marketability Study

Highest and Best
Use Study
A study that will provide the best and most
effective solution benefit from various
alternative development plans on a land
that includes land analysis, macroeconomic
analysis, legal analysis, social and
environmental analysis, technical analysis,
market analysis and financial analysis

Feasibility
Study
A service that provides professional
recommendations in a development plan
that includes land analysis, macroeconomic
analysis, legal analysis, social and
environmental analysis, technical analysis,
market analysis and financial analysis.

Project
Monitoring
Project Monitoring refers to the process of keeping track of all project-related metrics
including team performance and task duration, identifying potential problems and taking
corrective actions necessary to ensure that the project is within scope, on budget and meets
the specified deadlines. To simply put, project monitoring is overseeing all tasks and keeping
an eye on project activities to make sure you're implementing the project as planned. The
process of project monitoring begins during the planning phase of the project. During this
phase, it is important to define how the project success will look like and how the goals can
be measured using KPIs (Key Performance Indicators).

Marketability
Study
An analysis, for a specific client, of the likely sales of a specific type of product. A market
analysis or study is an effort to glean information from the market on prices, quantities, and
type of product that is selling. A marketability study presumes a particular product and
seeks to determine its market price and rate of sales.
Note: A market analysis or study is an effort to glean information from the market on prices, rents, and type of
product that is selling. A marketability study presumes a particular product and seeks to determine its market
price and rate of sales

Business
Ethic
In providing its services BVR Group Asia has a commitment to business ethics with
high standards relating to clients, colleagues, suppliers and in the environment
where the Asia BVR Group office is located. We always strive to maintain integrity
against the code of ethics, honesty and correct conduct. At BVR Group Asia we have
basic values that are always instilled in each individual, namely Assessment work,
including:
Integrity - Putting the client's interests in the first place and acting with ethics, honesty and trustworthiness.
Accuracy - Maintain accuracy and accuracy in every aspect of our work.
Professionalism - Provide efficient and expert advice based on extensive professional knowledge and
experience.
Consistency - Ensuring consistency and harmonious relationships between our office networks.
Innovation - To anticipate client needs and provide appropriate solutions through innovative, sustainable and
pragmatic development.
Togetherness - To be able to enjoy what we do through a positive and supportive work environment.

Let's realize your business
dream with BVR Group Asia
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